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3 • OVERVIEW

3 Overview
TAWI Mobile Order Picker is a mobile lifter that provides lifting and transportation aid for loads up to 
80 kg (176 lbs) by using vacuum. TAWI Mobile Order Picker can be picked up and moved with any kind 
of forklift or fork truck. An articulating arm enables the user to reach far into pallet racks, shelves or 
conveyors.

The lifter can be equipped with different tools and accessories depending on the user’s need. The lifter 
is currently compatible with four different TAWI VacuEasylift models, mainly differing in lifting capacity: 
VM40, VM50, VM60 and VM80. This chapter presents an overview description and illustration of the 
lifter, a table containing characteristics of the TAWI Mobile Order Picker lifter with different  
TAWI VacuEasylift models and an illustration of the center of gravity. 

a. Mounting positions 

b. Outer arm

c. Inner arm

d. Arm friction brake

e.  Work light

f.  Control panel

g. Service lid

h.   Base

i.  Battery box

j.  fork tunnels

k.  Arm locks

l. Top swivel

m.  Suction head

n. Tool

o.   frame

p.  Clamp protection

q.  Back plate

a
b
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Model VM40 VM50 VM60 VM80 VC40

Lifting  
capacity (kg)/(Ibs)

40 kg/
88 Ibs

50 kg/
110 Ibs

60 kg/
132 Ibs

80 kg/
176 Ibs

40 kg/ 
88 lbs

Lift tube ø (mm) 120 140 160 180 120

Stroke vacuum 
lifter (mm)

1340 1320 1320 1290 1230

Stroke Tower (mm) 500 500 500 500 500

Lift tube length 
(mm)

1750 1750 1750 1700 1600

Noise level, Idle 
(dB)

76 76 76 76 76

Noise level, In 
operation (dB)

75 75 78 78 76

Max lifting height*
with lowered tower 
(mm)

1940 
1440

1920 
1420

1900 
1400

1890 
1390

1810 
1310

Battery charging 
procedure

Plug in to an electrical outlet (100-240 V. for 110V, use 3-phase charger. for 230V, use singel-
phase charger. Grounded, 50 – 60 Hz) 
Recommended 8 hours of continuous charge

Lift per charge 3 hours constant use

Up and down mo-
tions of tower

52 - 68 mm/. s

Weight of unit 630 kg

This table presents information about TAWI Mobile Order Picker with different TAWI VacuEasylift models attached.

• The max lifting capacity specified above are valid for standard configurations of the lifters. Check 
the sticker on the lifter for applicable max load.

*from botton of suction head (excl. suction foot)
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• The max lifting capacity of the external fork system will be reduced with the weight of the lifter. 
Pay attention to the center of gravity of the lifter, so the external fork system is not overloaded.

Center of gravity
The center of gravity of the unit is illustrated below. 

b

c

Disposition from the left (a) 575 mm

Disposition from the bottom (b) 550 mm

Disposition from the rear (c) 300 mm

• Note that depending on mounting position of the TAWI VacuEasylift the center of gravity will change 
laterally.

b

a
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• The lighting in the place of installation must be adequate, during installation and operation. 
• Re-tighten all bolts within 1-2 months of installation.

4 Quick start
This chapter presents how to fasten tools and equipment and install the TAWI Mobile Order Picker lifter 
before first use. 

Unboxing instructions

a
b

1. Remove the transport bracket (a) from the end of the arm. Store the rubber gasket (b ) and provided 
bolts, the rubber gasket (b) will be used to seal between the end of the arm and the vacuum lifter 
mounting flange. The bolts will be used to attach the vacuum lifter to the end of the arm. Remove 
the bracket from the tower as shown in the picture. Reinstall the bolt to the tower.
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c

d

e
e

f

g

2. Connect the unit power connector (d) to 
the Power pack connector (c) in order to 
restore main supply power for the unit 
and make it operational.

3. Remove the two top boards (e) 
and any protecting padding 
(f) from the pallet (g) on top of 
the forks. When the unit is to 
be unloaded from the pallet, or 
elevated during service, the lifter 
can either be lifted with a fork lift 
or by fastening a strap around the 
tower.

• The lifter must NOT be laid down. It could cause serious damage to the lifter and the battery. 
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Install and fasten articulating arm
The articulating arm can be fastened in three different positions to accommodate different operating 
environments.

1. Choose one of the three mounting positions depending on the operational requirements and on 
which side of the lifter the user is most likely to operate on, see Mounting position on page 14.

2. Place the provided rubber gasket on the mounting position and mount the articulating arm with the 
six provided bolts (use a torque of 24 Nm) (a). 

3. Connect the provided electrical cable between the articulating arm and the electrical receptacle on 
the tower (b).  

• Make sure the bolts are fastened correctly and that the correct torque is applied. Do not over- or 
undertighten. Air leakage may occur otherwise, reducing lift capacity. 

• These instructions must be carefully followed. failure to do so may cause the unit to fall down and 
cause bodily injuries.  

x 6
b

a
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 Install lifter on articulating arm

Install suction foot and touch 
bolt

1. fit the suction foot or quick change attach-
ment with two or four M6 (VM40-VM80 
directly to the suction head. Use a torque 
between 2-3 Nm for the bolts.

• Make sure to use the correct torque for the bolts when installing the articulating arm. Do not over- 
or undertighten. Air leakage may occur otherwise, reducing lifting capacity.

• These instructions must be carefully followed. failure to do so may cause the unit to fall down and 
cause bodily injuries.  

1. Place the provided rubber gasket 
(b) on the end of the outer arm 
(a).

2. Mount the TAWI VacuEasylift 
model with the two provided 
MC6S M8 bolts (use a torque of 
24 Nm) (c). 

a cb
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The touch bolt provides help for the operator by 
opening the suction head valve fully, enabling a 
good grip of the load.

2. Adjust the touch bolt:

a. Adjust the touch bolt so the head of the 
bolt situates about 10-20 mm below the 
edge of the suction foot (a).

b. If the suction foot for sacks is used, adjust 
the bolt head so that it is installed ap-
proximately 10 mm above the edge of the 
suction foot (b).

3. If the quick change attachment is used, 
install a suitable suction foot, see Change 
suction foot, quick release on page 36. 

4. Verify that the suction foot is securely fas-
tened to the suction head.

• Make sure to use the correct torque for the bolts when installing the suction foot. Do not over- or 
undertighten. Air leakage may occur otherwise, reducing lifting capacity.

• If the quick release attachment is used, the touch bolt must be removed.

• The touch bolt can be removed if it is in the way for normal lifting operations. Remove the bolt and 
replace it with a standard M8 bolt and nut. 

• The touch bolt must be adjusted to the exact right position depending on the suction foot. Please 
contact your salesman to be sure of the position. 

≈10mm

b

≈20mma
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5 User instructions
This chapter describes how to operate the TAWI Mobile Order Picker.

Control panel
The control panel is equipped with push buttons that allow the user to integrate with the lifter.

Battery status display 
The battery status is indicated by the number of lit bars in the battery status display. The number of 
flashing bars communicate different messages, see Codes on the battery status display on page 45.

A. Emergency stop

B. Pump switch

C. Work light switch

D. Transport mode 

E. Park mode

f. Lower tower

G. Raise tower

H. Main switch

I. Service indicator

J. Battery status display

e

c

a

g

d

b

h

f

i
j
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• A damaged electrical cable could cause electrical shock. 
• The operator must be educated in handling the lifter and all instructions in the manual must be 

followed. 
• When in operation the operator must not place his head above the unit. 
• When in operation the operator must not be under a hanging load. 

Start lifter
Make sure that the lifter is standing directly on the ground and that the battery is charged. Review 
and perform relevant inspections. See Weekly inspections by operator on page 42, Quarterly inspections by 
inhouse maintenance on page 42 and Yearly inspections by TAWI authorised service technician on page 42. 

1. Press the main switch on the control panel to turn the 
power on.

>>Response: The battery status display flashes for approxi-
mately three seconds and is thereafter lit.

2.  The lifter is now ready for use.

• The lifter can be stopped at any time by pressing the emergency stop on the control panel. Turn the 
emergency stop button to reset the emergency stop.  

• Only run the lifter when it is completely assembled

• Check the lifter for safe functionality prior to each use, for instructions, see 6 Service & maintenance 
on page 41. 

• The articulating arm can only be attached in the safety lock when the pump is switched off. 
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Move lifter
To enable transportation of the lifter to desired work area, the lifter has been equipped with adaptable 
fork tunnels that enables adjustment to interface any fork system. Once it has reached desired work 
area the external fork system can either be removed from the lifter or, the lifter can be lowered into 
transport mode and be operated with the external fork system attached. 

1. Press the park mode button on the control panel to 
raise the lifter (e). 

2. Carefully insert the forks of the external fork lift in 
the fork tunnels.

3. Press the transport mode button on the control 
panel to lower the lifter and allow it to rest on the 
external fork lift. (d). 

4. The lifter is now ready to be moved or used.

ed

Remove the external fork lift
1. Raise the lifter by pressing the park mode button 

and remove the external fork lift (e).

2. Lower the lifter by pressing the transport mode 
button (d).

3. The lifter is now ready to be used.

• If foot safety switches under unit is engaged during lowering of the unit from park mode to 
transport mode, the unit will immediately be turned off to prevent one from squeezing feet under 
unit.
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• Note that once the lifter is integrated with- and loaded on an external fork system the lifter is no 
longer considered to be lifting equipment but a load. When the lifter is considered as load the ex-
ternal fork systems regulations will apply.

• The lifter can be operated both with and without the external forks inserted in the fork tunnels. 
Note that if the lifter will be operated with the external fork system attached, the lifter MUST be 
lowered into transport mode, see Move lifter on page 24.

• The pump can only be started when the stabilisers are in contact with the ground.

• Make sure the articulating arm is attached to the safety lock before moving the lifter. 
• The lift tube must be raised to the highest position and secured during transportation. 
• During any moving operation of the lifter, the pump must be switched off and the unit must be in 

transport mode.
• Always move unit with tower in lowest position. Raised tower might cause damage on property and 

unit, see Raise and lower tower on page 25.
• Stay clear of bottom of unit when changing state of lifter. The unit is equipped with a safety switch 

that will stop the unit from lowering if an object is stuck underneath.

f g

Raise and lower tower
The tower can be raised and lowered to enable the 
articulating arm and TAWI VacuEasylift to reach loads in 
higher or lower positions. 
To raise the tower press the raise tower button (g) on the 
control panel. Lower the tower by pressing the lower 
tower button (f).

• Always move the lifter with the tower in lowest position. Moving the lifter with a raised tower might 
cause damage on property and unit.
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Use lifter
Review and perform relevant inspections. See Service & maintenance on page 41.

1. Press the pump switch (b) on the control panel. The stabilisers under the lifter are lowered and the 
articulating arm is released from the safety lock before the pump starts. 

b

2. Release the suspenders of the suction head allowing the lift tube to be lowered. 

3. Move the lift tube so that it can be placed directly over the load. 

4. Verify that the lift unit hangs and moves freely so that unnecessary wear is avoided. 

5. Lower the suction foot towards the load by pressing the operating handle downwards. 
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• Maintenance instructions must be followed. 
• The service record must be accessible for inspection. 
• Use only original TAWI parts. 
• The top swivel joint includes a safety valve. The valve automatically closes if the power fails and the 

load sinks to the floor in a controlled manner. Let go of the handle and move away from the lifter.
• Be aware not tripping on the forks when working with the lifter. 
• If unit is elevated with truck/pallet jack during pump is running, the pump will be turned off. As 

soon as stabiliser legs are put back onto firm ground the pump will restart.

• The lift tube must be used only in a vertical position. 
• The max lifting capacity, safe working load (SWL), must not be exceeded. 
• Use vacuum power only to handle the load. Do not lift the load by hand. 
• A load must never be left hanging for an extended period of time. This can cause the vacuum pump 

to overheat.
• Never switch the pump off while having a load hanging in the lift. 

b

a

c
d

6. Allow the suction foot to grip the load. 

7. Lift the load by pulling the operating handle upwards (a). 

8. Move the load to desired position and lower it by pressing the operating handle down (b).  

9. Release the suction foot from the load: 

 a. either by pressing the operating handle right to the bottom and braking the seal (c)

 b. or, if a release valve is used (optional accessory; compatible with model VM40/50 and VM60/80  
 with flex handles): by pressing the operating handle right to the bottom and pulling the release   
 valve handle at the same time (d). 

10. When the operation is completed, close the valve to compress the lift tube and secure the suction 
head with the suspenders. 

11. Turn off the pump by pressing the pump switch button on the control panel (see Control panel on 
page 22) and attach the articulating arm in the safety lock. The lifter is now ready to be moved or 
switched off.
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• The lifter must only operate within the restricted working area. failure to do so may cause the unit 
to tip and cause bodily injuries.

• Position the lifter so that the articulating arm can move freely within the permitted working area 
and thus not be subject to a collision risk. 

Working area
The grey area of the illustration below shows the permitted work area of the articulating arm.  
There is an option to retrofit a work area limiter that facilitates operations when the movement of the 
articulating arm can be restricted.
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Reduce lifting speed 
The filter has a control valve to reduce the lifting 
speed when handling light loads. An open filter unit 
control valve lowers lifting speed and may be used by 
new operators (a).  

a

open

close

Adjust load balance 
Balance the unit with and without load to a con-
venient level for the operator. This ensures that 
the control handle is within comfortable reach 
at all times. 

1. Press the main switch to turn the power on. 

2. Balance the unit WITH LOAD: Turn the red 
knob carefully until a convenient level is 
reached. 

3. Balance the unit WITHOUT LOAD: Loosen 
the lock nut and turn the yellow knob care-
fully until a convenient level is reached. 
Tighten the lock nut.

• Adjust balance in the order provided by the instructions. If not, a readjustment of load balance will 
be necessary. 

• The adjustment screws are located in different positions depending on handle type (see illustrations 
above). 

Load adjustment knob positions (with 
and without load), standard handle

Load adjustment knob positions 
(with and without load), flex handle
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Charge battery 
The lifter can get power both from the integrated battery and through an external DC power source. If 
an external DC power source is applied, verify that it is compatible with the electrical requirements of 
the lifter, See battery charging procedure on page 15.

The lifter´s battery must be charged with the battery pack attached to the service compartment of the 
lifter. The lifter can also be operated while the battery is being charged, the battery life will be im-
proved, however, the battery will eventually discharge. The battery can not be overcharged or charged 
too often. It is recommended to charge the battery as soon as it is not in use.
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• A damaged power cord could cause electrical shock. 
• Never touch any parts inside the battery pack when charging. Touching electrical parts can cause 

an electric shock.
• Never move unit while charger is connected to unit.
• If an external DC power source is applied, verify that it is compatible with the electrical require-

ments of the lifter.

• The lifter can be switched on or off when charging the battery. It is recommended that the lifter is 
switched off. 

• To make sure not to damage the cord when pulling it out of the electrical outlet – apply the force at 
the head of the plug.  

• It is recommended to charge the battery in a full cycle, however the battery system can be plugged 
in for a longer period, since it cannot be overcharged. 

• Unit can be operated with charger plugged in. Note that charger will not generate enough power 
only to run the unit.

• The battery system has to be charged in a grounded electrical outlet. 
• Charge the battery in a designated dry area. 
• Normal charging of the battery creates very small amounts of hydrogen. However, the casing is 

ventilated, and thereby the risk of hydrogen collection is minimal. 
• When the battery is charged, unplug the power cord between the battery and the charger.

• See the external battery charger manual provided before charging the battery.
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Change battery pack 
To change the battery pack, follow the steps described on the 
following pages.

b
a

c

c

1. Elevate the unit approximately 200mm.
2. Extend the stabilisers (a) by pressing the 

park mode button (see page 22) on control 
panel.

3. Remove the front covers (b) and store 
them somewhere safe, they will need to be 
reattached later in the process.

4. Open the access hatch.
5. Insert the power pack quick change support 

legs (c) and make sure they are all fully 
seated. The support legs are designed to 
be installed in the correct orientation, the 
chamber on the end of the leg should face 
away from the fork members as shown in 
the illustration.

6. Place the unit on a flat surface and make 
sure it is equally supported on all feet.
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f

g

1. Raise the power pack (g) to the correct 
height and then push it straight in, make 
sure the power pack (g) gets fully seated in 
the unit.

2. Reconnect the main battery cable (f) to the 
power pack (g).

• If main power cable is not dissconnected before trying to remove battery pack this can casue 
connector to break and cause electrical shock.

• When front leg covers are removed retraction of stabiliser legs will be deactivated. This is to 
prevent unit to be lowerd and tilted backwards by misstake.

d

e

7. Disconnect the main battery cable (d) 
from the power pack (e).

8. Grab end of fork members by hand and 
wiggle the pack from side to side to pull 
the pack out appr. 100 mm.

9. Raise the power pack slightly by using a 
fork lift or pallet jack.

10. Grab power pack by the front plate and 
pull it straight out.
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j
i

h

h

3. Elevate the unit approximately 200 mm.
4. Open the access hatch.
5. Remove the power pack quick change 

support legs (h) from the unit and reattach 
them to the access hatch, make sure the 
power pack is secured to the unit and will 
not come lose.

6. Reinstall the front covers (i) to the unit.
7. Retract the stabilisers (j) by pressing the 

transport mode button on control panel.
8. The unit is now operational.

• If front covers are not propperly installed, the retraction of stabilerer legs will be deactivated.
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Clean suction foot filter
The suction foot air filter should be cleaned 
regularly (once a week, more often if the envi-
ronment requires).

1. Remove the suction foot.

2. Carefully clean the air filter using reduced 
compressed air.

3. The filter inset MUST be replaced when 
excessively dirty or damaged. 

4. fit the suction foot with two or four M6/M8 
bolts to the suction head, see Install suction 
foot and touch bolt on page 20. Use a torque 
between 2-3 Nm for the bolts.

5. Verify function of the lifter.

Clean vacuum pump filter
The vacuum pump filter should be cleaned regu-
larly (once a week, more often if the environ-
ment requires it). 

1. Open the service lid and lift out the filter 
unit (a). 

2. Open the filter unit (b). 

3. Empty the filter unit and remove the filter 
inset in an upside-down orientation (c). 

4. Carefully clean the filter inset using reduced 
compressed air. 

5. The filter inset MUST be replaced when ex-
cessively dirty or damaged. 

6. Reassemble the filter unit and put it back in 
the service compartment.

7. Verify function of the lifter. 

• Clean the vacuum pump filter and suction foot filter regularly. failure to clean the filters may cause 
the pump to overheat or reduce lifting capacity. 

• Take care to mount the filter unit in the correct orientation during reassembly. Damage to the pump 
may occur if the filter unit is mounted upside-down in the filter holder. 

c

b

a
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Change suction foot, quick 
release
The lifter can be equipped with optional tools 
for different load types. The quick change at-
tachment enables easy tool changes.

1. If not done, mount the quick change attach-
ments on the suction head and foot accord-
ing to the instructions for Install suction foot 
and touch bolt on page 20.

2. With the suction foot resting on a firm sur-
face and the vacuum pump turned off, pull 
and hold the spring-loaded pins.

3. Remove the suction foot.

4. Verify that the suction foot is applicable for 
your model by insuring that the colour codes 
match (see warning below). 

5. Connect the new suction foot to the suc-
tion head by firmly pressing it in the quick 
change attachment until the spring-loaded 
pins engage.

6. Verify that the suction foot is firmly con-
nected to the suction head and that it does 
not rotate.

7. Verify that the lift unit hangs and moves 
freely so that unnecessary wear is avoided.

8. Verify function of the lifter.

Note the colour code system for the safe assembly of lift unit and suction foot/accessory. Each 
colour corresponds to a specific TAWI VacuEasylift model. ONLy PARTS WITH MATCHING COLOUR 
CODE MARKING MAy BE ASSEMBLED! Some suction feet/accessories may be used with several lift 
models (indicated by the colour code). Incorrect combinations of lift unit and accessory may cause 
serious injuries.

VM30 VM40 VM50 VM60 VM80 VM100 VM120 VM180 VM270

VM30 VM40 VM50 VM60 VM80 VM100 VM120 VM180 VM270

VM30 VM40 VM50 VM60 VM80 VM100 VM120 VM180 VM270

VM100 VM120 VM140 VM160 VM180 VM200 VM230 VM250 VM300
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Shorten or change lift tube
If necessary, the lift tube may be shortened or changed. first mount the top swivel, then the suction 
head.

Mount top swivel
1. for VM40-80: Identify which end of the tube is the lower, reinforced part (a). 

2. Start at the top of the tube. Cut off two complete spiral windings from the end (b). 

3. Pull out the spiral carefully. Take care not to damage the neoprene cover. 

4. Bend the spiral end so that it cannot damage the material. 

5. If necessary, cut the tube for a straight edge. Leave approximately 1,5-2 cm of neoprene (c). 

6. Push the top swivel into the lift tube (d). At least one complete spiral winding must cover the swivel. 

7. Make sure the area is clean and dust free before taping. Attach the lift tube to the swivel with at 
least three layers of duct tape under each clamp (e). 

8. Attach the clamp right next to, but NOT on top of the first spiral winding. Check that the clamp 
position is straight before tightening (f). 

9. Tighten the lift tube clamp. Refer to the table on page 38 for correct clamp torques for your model. 

10. Attach the second clamp beside the first one and tighten (VM60-80: one power clamp only). 

11. Cover the clamp attachment with two pieces of duct tape (15 cm) (g). 

12. Pull down the rubber band to cover the clamps and duct tape. Continue to mount the suction head. 

gfe

dcba
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Model VM40-50 VM60-80 

No. of clamps Two clamps (top swivel) 
One clamp (suction head)

One power clamp

Torque >6 Nm >18 Nm

Mount suction head
1. On the suction head side: repeat steps 1-5 from Mount top swivel on page 37. Put the rubber band 

around the lift tube, approximately 10 cm from the end (a). 

2. Insert the suction head into the lift tube (b). 

3. Allow the lift tube neoprene material to cover at least two cm measured from the top of the suction 
head. 

4. Make sure the area is clean and dust free before taping. Attach the lift tube to the suction head with 
at least three layers of duct tape under each clamp (c). 

5. Attach the clamp right next to, but NOT on top of the first spiral winding. Check that the clamp 
position is straight before tightening (d). 

6. Tighten the lift tube clamp. Refer to the table below for correct clamp torques for your model. 

7. Cover the clamp attachment with two pieces of duct tape (15 cm) (e). 

8. Pull down the rubber band to cover the clamps and duct tape. 

9. The lifter is now ready for a test lift. 

e

dcba

2cm
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• Use protective eye wear.
• These instructions must be carefully followed. failure to do so may cause the unit to fall down and 

cause bodily injuries.

• The different models are equipped with different types and number of clamps. It is VERy important 
to identify which model you are working on (see machine sign). Only use the clamps provided by 
TAWI. 

• The lift tube clamps must NEVER cover any part of the tube spiral winding. 

• TAWI assumes no responsibility for unauthorised modifications. 

• Cutting the lift tube may change the characteristics of the TAWI Mobile Order Picker. TAWI must 
authorize all modifications of the lift tube. 
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Change position of the outer arm
The outer arm on TAWI Mobile Order Picker can be installed in a position that allow 360o rotational de-
grees by reducing the lifting height capacity with approximately 350 mm.

1. Start by removing the TAWI VacuEasylift from the articulating arm, see Install lifter on articulating arm 
on page 20. 

2. Detach the KM nut, the MB lock washer, the shim spacer and the arm locking disc (a). 

3. Unfasten the two MK6S M6 bolts and remove the arm locking unit (to reinstall use a 10 Nm torque) 
(b). 

4. Remove the arm friction brake by pulling out one M6S M8 bolt and two Mf6S M6 bolts (to reinstall 
use a 10 Nm for the two M6 bolts. fasten the M8 bolt and adjust the friction brake until a desirable 
resistance is reached) (c). 

5. Lift the outer arm, turn it upside down and mount it on the bottom of the inner arm (d). 

6. Remount the brackets and bolt of step 1-4 in reverse order on top of the inner arm (e). 

• Take care to mount the fasteners and spacer in the correct orientation during reassembly. failure to 
do so may cause the unit to malfunction or fall down and cause bodily injuries. 

• Make sure to use the correct torque for the bolts when changing position of the outer arm. Do not 
over- or undertighten. Air leakage may occur otherwise, reducing lifting capacity.

a

b

c

d

d

e

e
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6 Service & maintenance
This chapter provides information about service and maintenance of the TAWI Mobile Order Picker lifter. 
The chapter is divided into three sections based on who is to perform the inspections and how often 
the inspections are to be carried out. Weekly by the operator, quarterly by inhouse maintenance or 
yearly by a TAWI authorised service technician. 

for technical service, maintenance or repairs contact your TAWI representative or info@tawi.com. 
TAWI must authorise all modifications to this product. TAWI assumes no responsibility for unauthorised 
modifications and guarantees will automatically become invalid if unauthorised modifications have 
been made. 

• Service must be carried out on a yearly basis or when the service indicator lamp (see Service indica-
tor on page 22) on the control panel is lit. 

• If any damage/wear is detected on the lifter, this must immediately be reported to TAWI or an au-
thorised TAWI representative. The lifter must be taken out of commission and not be used until the 
damage has been repaired.

• All service must be carried out with the battery disconnected. for easier access to the battery 
power cables, the battery pack can be lifted out.

• In order to deal with the vacuum pump cables, a good knowledge of electricity and TAWI Mobile 
Order Picker electrical schematics is required. 

• The service/maintenance staff carrying out repairs must have adequate experience and knowledge 
for this kind of work. If there are any doubts regarding method, material etc., please contact the 
manufacturer.

• The use of non-original spare parts invalidates the warranty and can cause risk of personal injury 
and damage to the unit.

• If the battery needs to be replaced, either order a new battery pack from TAWI or make sure that an 
original battery is used. If assistance is needed, contact TAWI. 

• Keep the lifter clean, use a damp cloth. Do not use chemical cleaners. 
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Inspections
The following inspections are to be carried out.

Quarterly inspections by inhouse maintenance

1. Double check (carry out) all inspections mentioned in Weekly inspections by operator. 

2. Check the lift and articulating arm for signs of damage/wear.

3. Check that bolts and pins are tightened and in place.

Yearly inspections by TAWI authorised service technician

1. Perform the actions described in the yearly Service-/Inspection report provided by TAWI.

2. Update the Inspection record in Appendix II.

Weekly inspections by operator

1. If yearly service has been carried out, make sure that the service inspection date is valid.

2. Check all bolts and nuts for damage or wear.

3. The top swivel joint includes a safety valve. The valve automatically closes if the power fails and 
the load sinks to the floor under control. Check the operation of the safety valve by lifting a load 
approximately 1 m, close the operating handle fully, and then stop the vacuum pump (NOTE 
THAT THE ARTICULATING ARM MUST BE STRAIGHT AND OVER THE fORKS TUNNELS WHEN 
LIfTING THE LOAD. Otherwise the unit may tip due to stabilisers not being extended). The load 
should be equivalent to the rated max lifting capacity and of a non-porous material (for example, 
a steel plate). A controlled sinking motion is correct – if anything else: do not use the lift and con-
tact your vacuum lifter dealer immediately.

4. Check all connecting components (clamps between lift tube and suction head, clamps between 
lift tube and top swivel, air tube clamps, bolts for suction foot).

5. Clean the air filters (filter unit and suction foot), more often if the working environment demands 
it.

6. Check the lift and air tubes for signs of damage or wear. A damaged lift or air tube must be re-
placed immediately.

7. Check that the max lifting capacity, warning and operating labels are visible.

8. Make sure the articulating arm runs smoothly. 

9. Make sure that the operating valve is functioning properly.

10. Check that the vacuum lifter achieves maximum lifting capacity. The designated load should be 
easily held by and lifted with the vacuum lifter. Lifting capacity is reduced if a vacuum leak oc-
curs. See trouble shooting for more info.

11. Make sure that the emergency stop is working correctly
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7 Troubleshoot
This chapter provides information on how to investigate or rectify problems that may occur. Actions 
marked with (*) must be carried out by TAWI or a TAWI authorised service technician.

Problem Likely caused by Action required
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Load too heavy Reduce load. It must not exceed the lifting capacity of 
the lift.

Air leakage

Check connections, air and lift tube for damage or 
wear. Tighten clamps and, if necessary, change air or 
lift tube (see Shorten or change lift tube on page 
37). Check filter unit for leakage.

Dirty vacuum pump filter Clean filter inset, see Clean vacuum pump filter on 
page 35.

Dirty suction foot filter Clean suction foot filter, see Clean suction foot filter 
on page 35.

Suction foot installed incorrectly

Remove suction foot and clean the foot filter. Refit 
the suction foot, see Install suction foot and touch 
bolt on page 20. Do not overtighten the fixing bolts. 
Problems can occur because the bolts are undertight-
ened or overtightened. Overtightening may deform the 
top of the suction foot.

Suction foot rubber gasket damaged 
or worn Replace gasket.
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Air leakage

Check connections, air and lift tube for damage or 
wear. Tighten clamps and, if necessary, change air or 
lift tube (see Shorten or change lift tube on page 
37). Check filter unit for leakage.

filter unit control valve open Adjust filter unit control valve, see Reduce lifting 
speed on page 29.
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Wrong adjustment of load balance  Adjust load balance without and with load, see Adjust 
load balance on page 29.
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Problem Likely caused by Action required
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Main switch is turned off. Turn main switch on.

Motor circuit breaker has tripped. Check electrical parts and reset circuit breaker.

PTC relay has tripped  Let the vacuum pump cool down and verify that air 
flow is sufficient. Reset the PTC relay.

Remote control is out of batteries or 
out of range Replace batteries or move closer to the vacuum pump.
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Main switch is turned off. Turn main switch on.

Emergency stop is engaged. Disengage the emergency stop.

foot safety switch has tripped Disengage foot safety switch

Batteries need charging.
Charge batteries according to manual. See Charge 
battery on page 30

Batteries are drained. Change batteries.* 

Charger is damaged. Check if charger supplies correct voltage, if not re-
place charger.* 

No signal from control panel. Check signal from the control panel to circuit board.* 

Wires or connections are loose in 
battery pack.

Check wire connection on batteries. Connect if 
necessary.

fuse has tripped.
Check fuse, replace if broken. Make sure to install 
correct size and type of fuse. Wrong fuse can cause 
damage on unit.

Mother board is damaged. Replace mother board.*

Control board is damaged. Replace the control panel.*
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Message Action required

A. The battery needs charging. The lifter is shut down and needs charging. Charge 
immediately.

B. N/A

C. N/A

D.  N/A

E.  N/A

f. Sleepmode (follows a preset period 
of inactivity, the function is there to 
save the battery).

Restart the lifter.

G.   N/A

H. Controller fault. Make sure all controller connections are secure.

J. N/A

K. An excessive voltage has been ap-
plied to the control.

Often caused by a poor battery connection. Check the 
battery connections.

Codes on the battery status display

K

J

H

G

F

E

D

C

B

A


